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and travel to other stars, as long as they can deal with the social repercussions. Plot introduction Donald Wollheim's 1963 novel, Talking Heads, is set in the near-future in which sophisticated space-age technology allows a small band of scientists to leave the Earth and create a colony on the moon. The novel centers around a young married couple, a
female biologist and a male mathematician, who are rejected by the astronauts sent to conduct the next colonization mission because they are women. They take refuge on a planetoid that is being used as a base camp for exploratory missions of neighboring solar systems. Plot summary The novel consists of four interlinked stories: The Engineer and
the Asteroid, which mainly concerns a young engineer named Paul Parnell; David's Story, in which there is much emphasis on the character of a young boy called David Miller; The Music Room, involving young men who believe they can share their love of music with the universe; and Bye, Bye to the Earth, in which the characters try to deal with the
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